“No more electronic waste dumped into our Landfills”

We want people to realize their impact on the
environment, whether buying a new computer or
disposing of an old cell phone. To help make this
change happen, AE COMPUTERS, LTD relies heavily
on voluntary partnerships to promote and encorage
the reuse and recycling of used electronic products.
Positive economic rewards and environmental results
are moving our partners toward more waste reduction
and materials management.
By committing ourselves to reduce more waste, to
reuse and recycle more materials, to buy more recycled
and recyclable products, and to reduce toxic chemicals
in electronic products and waste, we conserve energy
and preserve natural resources.

Working with AE COMPUTERS, LTD will allow your
company to enjoy the venefits of new technological
equipment, while reducing the impact these upgrades
can have on our environment.
Through AE COMPUTERS, LTD’s community service,
donation and resale programs, we will provide you
with the highest quality electronic recycling program
for your business, school, or home.
The main goal of AE COMPUTERS, LTD Asset
Recovery is not only to reclaim or reuse your old
electronic equipment, but to educate, and change the
way Americans think about waste; to see the value of
a used material as a product or commodity, not a
waste.

Please give one of our knowledgeable Customer Representatives a call today to find out how
AE COMPUTERS, LTD can work with you to benefit your company and our environment.

Smart Value. AE COMPUTERS, LTD has a slimple
value proposition. we recycle, refurbish, and reuse.
Smart Data Security and Destruction.
AE COMPUTERS, LTD values your data as much as
you do. We use industry approved data erasure
software to ensure your data is completely removed.
Rest assured that your information is Safe with
AE COMPUTERS, LTD.
Smart Electronics Recycling. AE COMPUERS, LTD
main focus is keeping electronics out of landfills. We
accomplish this goal by recycling and refurbishing the
equipment we take into our possession. Our policy of
not adding to the world’s landfills is not just reponsible
it’s Smart.
Data Destruction Certificates. Data destruction
certificates are issued at the end of each and every
processed job.

Whether you have 100 or 10,000 pieces, AE COMPUTERS, LTD has the resources and knowledge to meet and exeed your needs!
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